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The Enjoyment Of Music (Second
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Flexible and integrated, with everything students need to become active listeners. Thoroughly
revised with new co-author Andrew Dellâ€™Antonio, The Enjoyment of Music: Essential Listening
Edition offers instructors the flexibility to teach their course thematically or historically, and helps
students acquire a lifelong interest in music. With Total Access, all the music and media resources
students need are automatically included with every new copy of the text.
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While the book is handy, you need the electronic access to complete the college class. You will find
that after renting the book and having to purchase the online access key, it would have been
cheaper to buy a new book outright.

It was in good condition, and an easy read. However, if you need it for school, buy it new because
you will most likely need the access code that comes with it, and it only works if it is new, and the
code is like $45 if you bought it used.

This is an updated version of a music textbook that has been a standard for decades. I do use this
volume in my Music History classes at the University. I find it to be excellent for the beginning music
student, and I encourage Music professors to consider this text for their courses.Brian Bennett,
Ph.D.

You MUST buy this book NEW for any COLLEGE CLASS. New books come with the access code
required to listen to music for the class. The USED books code is no longer valid. Each book has it's
own code.With that said, the book is excellent.

The book is ok, but you should buy NEW book so you can use access code to access to all
supporting materials you need on publisher's website. This publisher is really "mean," they don't let
you access even chapter outline or glossary.... If you have had a good background about music you
don't need the access code. If you like me, know nothing about music so you need access code to
understand how things work.

I wish my professor didn't force us to buy this book. I didn't really use it. I just used the code in it to
do online questions. I could of just bought the code in it. This is a really expensive book.

The product was exactly as described. Very pleased with the shipping process, including the
packaging. Received in expected timeframe. Great experience, will definitely return for purchases in
the future.

Needed it for Music 100 but our Professors said there is a cheaper version, for just pennies, but I
rented this because I did not want to try to sell it later down the road. Think about it.
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